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“Vacation Beyond 
Imagination”



“Our History ” 

Since its inception in 2014 OSR Vacations is one of the best tour and
travels companies and the dominant leader in the online travel market
in India and maintains its presence worldwide. The company has a
clear USP in being a popular, diversified, one-stop travel solution
provider offering discounted and cheapest online rates on flights,
hotels, and holiday packages to its clients along with giving them
personalized attention.
Having steadily established itself across India and the world, OSR
Vacations simultaneously nurtured the growth of its offline businesses
like its franchises and affiliates simultaneously, augmenting the brand
already strong retail presence further. Having successfully implanted
itself as a B2C travel website, OSR Vacations ventured into B2B
segment in 2015 and has seen tremendous growth since then. It has
been a highly cost-effective and time saving travel solutions provider
for some of the leading corporate organizations.

International and National Memberships 



The best added value we can offer to those who choose to buy a OSR
Vacation Pvt Ltd lies in the experience acquired over so many years of
activity and especially in our love for travel, which enables us, day
after day, to offer something more to our customers. For them we have
selected many of the most exciting destinations, the most exclusive
itineraries, the most comfortable hotels, with a special focus on
solutions designed to satisfy the specific requirements of an Indian
Clients , offering a choice between pure relaxation holidays, cultural
tours and special packages combining culture and leisure, and, for
those wishing to concentrate the emotions of a journey in a few days,
the opportunity to do so over the span of a weekend.

RESEARCH IS A MATTER OF STYLE 

OUR STRENGTH IS YOUR PEACE OF MIND
Absolute respect for the host countries and unwavering dedication
have enabled us to grow professionally together with our partners, so
that oftentimes we are perceived by the latter as the best choice on
account of the utmost degree of reliability that we can ensure. It is
the same dependability that is appreciated day after day by the
people who travel with us and can count on the constant and discreet
assistance of an OSR’S staff, always mindful of the needs of our guests
and at the same time qualified supervisors of the quality of the
services offered.



Full attention to every detail begins before departure, from the time a
customer inquires about a trip and we prepare an estimate to the time
travel documents are handed over, and, from then on, continues
throughout the tour as we assist our customers in every step. OSR
Vacation has studied every possible way to make everything simpler,
safer and more pleasant.

DETAILS MAKE A DIFFERENCE 

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS

In the preparation of a trip we leave nothing to chance and pay
undivided attention to each and every detail: stylish and practical
bags, technical documentation including vouchers and air tickets,
luggage stickers and extensive information on their destinations
accompany our customers on their exciting trips with OSR Vacation
Pvt Ltd.



“Our Services”



Domestics Tour Packages

International  Tour Packages

Flight Booking Hotel Booking 

Cab Booking Bus Booking 

Honey Moon Tour Packages

Adventure Tour Packages

Family Tour Package

Winter / Summer Holiday Package

Religious Tour Package

Women Special Package

Wild life Tour Package

Weekend Tour Package

Sr. Citizen Tour Package

Fixed Departure Tour Package

Special Tour Package

Educational Tour Packages

School Educational Tour 

Short Educational Trip -1 day 

Long Educational trip -2/3 days 

College Education Tour 

Industrial Visit

Campaign  &  Trekking  Tour 

Cultural Tour Packages  

Science Tour Packages

Rural Tour Packages 



Why Trust Us ?

We have over 03 years firsthand experience running tours throughout India.
Having worked as a tour leader and driver/mechanic for various highly
reputable and successful tour companies our destination knowledge as well
as knowledge of clients needs and expectations are second to none.

Over 03 Years First Hand Experience 

•Carefully listening to every customer’s demand
•Designing best travel, package solutions to each and every customer across
the country.
•Dedicated team for support , guidance 24*7*365 across the globe
•We have developed such a passion for India , its landscapes, its people and
its culture that we want to share with you all the beauty and wonder of this
fantastic continent

Customize  The  Requirements 

•Commercial team members are from New Delhi ( HOD) / NCR , Bhopal , Pune ,
Gaya, Pune , Jabalpur, Haridwar , Chennai , Mumbai , Bangalore and many
other parts of India
•Multi language speaking business team for each states of India

Strong Customer Focus 



Why Trust Us ?

Strict Quality Control

Customize  The  Requirements 

Quality concept:- By all means offer qualified & competitive products, rates & services in time to satisfy &
exceed the expectation of customer
Quality objectives :- Product pass rate :100% customer satisfaction Rate :100%

•Through out our tours it is often necessary to employ the services of local operators to provide various
sightseeing activities and guiding services. Our local operators are carefully selected based on many things.
These include the standard of service provided, the quality and safety standards of any equipment provided,
the level of certification and licenses held by the providers, and also the insurances that these operators
possess. Another important aspect for us is the way these operators conduct themselves in regards to
respecting local cultures and the environment.



Our Presence 

•48+ Branches
•450+ travel agents
•2500 happy customer in 2015~2016
•600+ Honey moon couples  packages
•115 + School College  sold out
•95 Industrial Visit  completed
•400 + Charm Dham Yatra sold out
•700+ Goa / Kerala Package Sold out



International and National Memberships 

www.osrvacation.com

http://www.osrvacation.com


OSR Vacation Pvt LTD.
E-16-448 Sector -8 Rohini , New Delhi -110085

Email us :- info@osrvacation.com
Call us :91-9555961410/9718083401

mailto:info@osrvacation.com

